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A FORESTRY operation, if it is to find 
its rightful place in the scheme of management, is eventually 
going to have to prove itself-both economically and by its ac
complishments. The question that I would like to raise for your 
consideration today is this-"Is prescribed burning paying off in 
the management of forest land in the South? 

Prescribed burning is a management tool much used in 
this part of the country-primarily for hazard reduction, but also 
for seedbed preparation, control of undesirable species, sani
tion purposes, and a variety of other prescriptions. With respect 
to our fire use research at the Southern Forest Fire Laboratory 
during the past three years, I would like to take this opportunity 
to bring you up-to-date on some of our findings. 

The effectiveness of a prescribed burning program from 
the standpoint of hazard reduction was evaluated on nearly a 
million acres of forested land in the Lower Coastal Plain by 
studying the relationship between the number, size, and inten
sity of wildfires, and age of rough during a four-year period, 
1955-1958. The rate of fire occurrence was foundJ.Q-IDcrease 
a~~~~h~o.age..:~i:-!~~liI~~~o~~~~ifi~i~~·tii~.·oQj·i~~~ ~~idr~ugh;.th~ 
~.Ee. .. ':v::l~.Q:I3~fiE~o~"l?e:IJ.Q,QQO . ..acJ:es.ann u~JIY~~Qmp:ll:ed.. widU .• .l.9 
fi.!~osj!!_!h~~l:~.-Y~~I.Qhl".Eg~gbs. 

The rate of acreage burned by wildfires shows the same 
general trend: as the roughs become older, more acreage IS 
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burned per unit area. In the case of 0-5 year old roughs, an
nual burn figures ranged from 0.02 to 0.13 per cent; in older 
roughs they averaged more than 7 per cent. This extremely high 
burn acreage in the older roughs was undoubtedly due to several 
factors; the most important being that _t~"~~.Y:~,E_~i~£!:~.i~~_ wi!~
fires occurred in the study area _~~~i!1.K !he_JQP:!::)T~~LI?C;:Ii"Qd 
w~1f~.H .. ,pl~th~Ig" .. 9..fjgi!l:l,tc;:!L!!!1sLJrgm~~t,prim!!Iily,jQ,_!h(!jjy,!;,;
Y~_~r..J~I~~~~(?_~gE.~. Nevertheless, discounting twelve project-size 
fires, the annual burn per cent in roughs older than 5 years av
eraged 0.25 per cent, a figure considerably higher than that for 
the younger roughs. 

In the tW?:E?-th~~~.y~.aLQ15l roughs, height of 9J!rk.char 
ranged from a low of t;h!£~J~c;:t.t!u!hig.h._Q[Lw:ehr.eJ.eet; in the 
~!,9._~L,~~.Khs, the char line varied from ~i.1Ll!;Lthirt¥.::.ful.e __ f,e.el. 
This limited distribution of bark char height in the younger 
roughs is indicative of low fire intensities. 

Evidence of this nature lends support to the supposition 
that the use of prescribed fire in the coastal plain of the Southeast 
has substantially reduced and will continue to reduce the acre
age burned over by wildfires. Does this benefit exceed the costs 
required to achieve it? This is a difficult question to answer 
clearly-it is like trying to figure the amount of money that we 
can afford to spend for fire protection. If we can assume, how
ever, that as a result of fire prescriptions we prevented another 
twelve project-size fires (total damage of the actual twelve was 
in the millions of dollars) there is little doubt that the benefits 
of prescribed burning will exceed the costs. 

This does not mean, however, that we have all the answers 
or that we are completely satisfied with these accomplishments. 
Indeed it spurs us on to develop even more effective techniques 
and procedures. For example, repeat or follow-up burning of
fers the possibilities of greater fuel reductions, slower regrowth, 
and less expensive subsequent fires. Under most circumstances, 
initial burning efforts often are limited to the use of backfires. 
After heavy fuel has once been reduced to a level where strip
head fires can be used safely and effectively, however, burning 
costs should drop considerably. In some fuel types and under 
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specific weather conditions, it may even be possible to use rather 
large scale head fires after the available fuel has once been re
duced to a very low level. 

What about our weather conditions? How do they tie in 
with a prescribed burning program? We know that we can't get 
much burning done when it's raining; and we also know that 
burning during extremely dry periods can be risky and costly. 
Within this broad range, however, there are conditions that we 
should take advantage of and others that we should avoid. In 
fact, we must identify these conditions and optimize our burn
ing periods to keep our costs down. Relative humidity and fuel 
moisture have been the only variables among many that we have 
measured that have consistently shown significance in the effec
tiveness of hazard reduction backfires in the coastal plains. 

Wind, of course, is another important variable that we all 
recognize, but except for the limitations associated with light 
variable winds and completely calm conditions, we found that 
wind speed was not a significant variable. In other words, no 
differences were evident in the performance of a prescribed 
backfire exposed to a 3 m.p.h. wind and one exposed to a 6 
m.p.h. wind. Persistency of direction, on the other hand, is a 
most important variable, particularly from a safety angle. Wind 
shifts have the potential of changing a prescribed fire to a 
raging wildfire in a matter of minutes. Weather records for a 
ten-year period in Georgia, South Carolina, and.!!?ri~a show 
that ~urinK_~_~~ __ :YiI1~~~purning .. s.~asQn.'YiD~c!s .... wij;b.a.:w:,{:s~~rly 
S<?1!lP.@:~~E· .. ~E~ ... !E.<?!_'?E..er~~~~~Ilt.Ib_a.!l .. IhQs_e_.wlth .. an .. e.asterlY.£Qrn
P'<>I1~!!t. Burns made with westerly winds therefore stand abet
ter chance of resulting in more effective, economical, and safe 
burning operations. Naturally, one of the problems associated 
with these statements is that of predicting wind direction-prob
ably one of the most difficult things for the fire-weather fore
caster to predict accurately. Some progress is being made, but 
completely reliable wind direction and persistency forecasts are 
still a thing of the future. 

Temperature, we know, also affects fire prescriptions. 
More scorch (heat) is obtained with fires that burn during warm 
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weather than during cool weather. This then leads us into an
other subject-what time of year should we burn? The answer 
to this question depends primarily on the objective to be ac
complished-the diagnosis and the prescription. In Loblolly 
Pine stands of the coastal plain, Lotti recommends a !>~rning 
P!'!?g£~!!lJ()~~~~e. .. <:£!:tE()~.()t.ll:l1~e..~i.~~_bl.e undeIs.~()EY. ~pe.~ies that 
~(;~)~p~()~~tes sumrg~Eji!(:s.i1:l~(?!h~_ g~I.1~a"L§~h.~gql~ .. o(g~~tJ!l.e9-t. 
He suggests a succession of annual summer fires preceded by 
winter burns that are ~~!med .. !!! .k<::.epiI1,g.!~~l:l!l~~§il'q.bks._s.IJ1.a.ll 
eye.n.th()ll:g~.!l:()t!,~.gy<::ed..iltn!n!!h~!" " .. Ih.e~~~1LII1!lI<::E_fiJ:e~l .,by 
y~!t.~e.~!.~h.~~r~~pplicati()g.time, ... ~:1:I1,.~.~S.(). serv~_,gs.'r~g~llt!r.:!~iQl:l 
~u~I?~~~~Eing,t.~e, J~s.~,gr()~i!!g~e_a§Qn.Qrj!!sLp'!ec;~gj!1Ug()()~ 
seedfall. 

At the Southern Forest Laboratory, we are currently en
gaged in a program of characterizing our prescribed fires-in 
order that we may study and understand more thoroughly their 
effect on living plants. When we have delineated time-tempera
ture relations for different fires in a variety of fuel types, we 
will be in a better position to define their capabilities and limita
tions. 

Up to now, I've been speaking mostly about fire use in 
the flat country. Is prescribed fire adaptable to hilly terrain and 
will it payoff as well here? Although our research data are not 
as extensive for the Piedmont sections of the South, we have 
been encouraged by preliminary findings, particularly regard
ing the control of undesirable hardwoods-one of the foremost 
problems in the management of pine stands in this region. Fire 
behavior has been much less of a problem than we initially 
thought it might be, primarily because we can use topographic 
conditions to our advantage and not be as much at the mercy 
of weather conditions-wind being the most troublesome. 
Downhill burns, for example, have tended to back downhill re
gardless of the wind direction while upslope fires have run up
hill even against adverse wind conditions. 

Summer burns again seem to be doing a better job of 
'm"~"'~''-~"~~''~~''~~'F M M= _,_,'_'~ --m'~=""'_"'-""~'''" '''''-''"''''''''''r'<N,=-o~fl'',m~ ,.,.".,-, •. ",.,,~","~,,~.,,_"."~,_. ,=-

!!!l.~~EstQ!Y.C:9!ill:QJ thaIL .. wmLjires,,. To date, upslope strip 
fires offer the greatest promise of practical use-they are easily 
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handled, are less expensive than other procedures, and produce 
the heat conditions believed necessary for understory hardwood 
kill, without damage to the overstory. 

Have I convinced you that prescribed burning is paying 
off and can payoff more in the future? Perhaps you're think
ing: "That sounds well and good, but what about the side ef
fects?" Most investigators agree that prescribed fires in the flat
woods, even the annual summer burns, have no detrimental ef
fect on bulk density, porosity, or percolation rate of the soil. 
On the contrary, burning treatments generally result in the ad
dition of nutrients to the surface mineral soil as well as an in
crease in organic matter-both conducive to increased tree 
growth. 

One of the important "unknowns" to be considered in the 
use of prescribed fire in the Piedmont has been the indirect ef
fect of fire on subsequent soil movement and site deterioration. 
On a series of study plots on the Hitchiti Experimental Forest 
in central Georgia, on slopes of about fifteen per cent, and with 
an overstory pine stocking of eighty square feet of basal area 
per acre, no soil movement was detected following either win
ter or summer backfires and strip head fires. Further investiga
tion is expected to shed light on situations that involve steeper 
slopes, repeat burning, sparse overstories, and different weather 
conditions. 

A fire prescription is sound when it accomplishes an ob
jective better than other methods. In the case of fuel reduction, 
prescribed burning costs considerably less than mechanical 
treatment or chemical applications. Seedbed preparation burns 
or those prescribed to correct a forest disease situation are no 
more difficult or costly; in fact, the right prescription may cure 
a number of ills at the same time. Understory control burns, on 
the other hand, generally require more exact weather condi
tions and a more skillful application because of the degree of fire 
intensity needed. These fires must be hot enough to kill the un
desirables, but at the same time cool enough to leave crop trees 
undamaged. 

Prescribed burning is paying off-there is no doubt about 
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that. The extent that it will continue to payoff depends strong
lyon us-how we use it, what we use it for, and the advance
ments that we make in prescribed fire technology. 
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